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Abstrakt: Microporous materials, i.e. materials with pores < 2 nm and consequently very high surface areas, are of considerable interest for fundamental research and industrial applications. Despite the success of industrially used materials such as zeolites, it is widely recognised that the synthesis of entirely novel microporous materials can provide new opportunities in emerging technological areas. Recently, microporous polymer networks have attracted considerable interest. Consisting exclusively from organic building blocks these structures allow for an exquisite control over the chemical nature of the structure and properties of the resulting networks.[1] This makes such materials highly interesting for catalytic and other applications, such as gas storage or organic electronics. For example the surface chemistry of the networks can be tailored to coordinate and stabilize catalytically active metal ions or metal nanoparticles[2], but also chiral moieties can be polymerized into the microporous polymer backbone yielding asymmetric heterogeneous organocatalysts.[3]